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A

Much has been written about evaluating the academic outcomes Of Title I
and other compensatoryprograms, but little attention has been'given to
the unique problems of evalhipting summer programs. Evaluation designs
developed for use-with regular term Title I prograMs'may be inappropriate-

' or must be adapted for use with summer programs. Perhaps because the
Title V regulations are more flexible and there Vino school schedule td,
work around, there'is great variation in these programs: The short term
nature and limited focus of summer programs crates special difficulties
for the evaluator. lte charactexidtics of a particular program can make
certain' evaluation destgn4 are1 more appropriat4 than others.

T

Since randomized studies are rarely possible, the'evalUator Must be able
to select a design that ciptrO7is for alternative explanations of the
results. The purpoie of ebispaPer is to suggest evaluation designs that
seem' appropriate for summer Title I programs And procedures for
implementihg thesg,designs. We'will describe, various dimension's of
summer programs which affect the choice of an evaluation design, and wd
'dill discuss threats to the validity, of summer program evaLlationg that
are particularly troublesome.

Since this paperlresents an overview, it 'floes not provicle the procedural_
or technical detail necessary to full implement the recoimended designs,
but references are provided for further information. We recognize that
most.districts do not have staff trained in evaluation methodology and%
;have tried to focus on key concepts and practical suggeStions.

dlaractdristics of Summer Programs

Aftel- reviewing.program descriptions and evaluations of summer Title I
progrmms. from several-western states, we have identified sources of
variation in summescprograms that are critical in,planning an evaluation
of academicvachievement. Before a school district adopts a particular
evaluation design, careful consideration of how the nature of tl1e program
affects the outcomes'o'f the'evaluatAn is necessary.

Instruction. A summer program may last anywhere from two to eight
weeks. bving.that time'instruction may be given as much as six hourso
day or as little as a couple of hours a week. Thimeans that while some
prpgrams cover a broad range of objectives, others focus on a few
specific objectives. This range has several. implications for selecting a
measure of impact and an evaluation design. i
First,,it seems unreasonable to expect to detect growth on a' standardized
achievemdpt test unless the program has a broad_foCus_ansi_rather______
intensive instruction. Most school districts currentlyuse standardized,
normreferenced achievement tests which sample only a small number arE
Ttems in any skill -area. With a program having a narrow focus, it is
possi1le that only one or two items cover what was taught. The
importance of-selecting a test that will be sensitive to the,instruction
provided by the program Cannot berstressed too much.

\Second, the limited,time available for instruction in some programs
preclude sPeddinv Much time in testing or Conducting ehe evaluation., fn
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some situations, spring an fall test. data can be used father than
administering aaitional tests. In other situations, tests that.are used

rfor student monitoring. can be used. ,

Individualization. While many Title programs attempt tb individualize
instruction, the degreepfindividuali'zation differs Considerably.
Sometimes this meahs individual help,whi,le working on exercises. In

other programs each student sets hislown pace working through the same
' materiald. 'In still others a unique set of activities wi.s prescribed for

each student. Often, individualized work is interspersld with group

One implicatibn for program evaluation relates to the selection of a test
to measure growth. The extent to which each student.teceives a very
different treatment determines whether a single pool of item could be
considered an adequate measure of achievement for the group: Whil
4road ranged 'test may be appropriate, -often a ciiterion-referengad
measure tailored to each Student would be preferable.

Nonacademic objectives. Many summer. programs can be distinguished by
their emphasis on affective outcomes. While there is instruction in
'basic skills, high interest'materials and supportive activities are used
to improve the students' self esteem or attitudes toward school. .In such
a prograni it is appropriate to supplement or replace achievement measures

'wfth attitudinal scales, observation, or other measures. One would
expect such a program to improve student achievement but perhaps not
immediately.

1F

-Student selection criteria. The procedure for selecting students into a
program is a very imPOrtant consideratiOn in planning.an,evaluation.
Like other Title I programs, summer projects generally, use an.informal
process based on teaches referral and perhaps a general cutoff score on a
standardized test. The referral, however, might be based oeiuoh.
criteri as the student needing assistance in a particular skill area,
in build g .6elf-esteem, or ingeheral skill development. Generally, the
students s lected can elect not to attend. Often the participants are
primarily students who participated in the :regular term program .but

c sometimes the criteria forcIdetermining a "needy" student are'greatly
relaxed so that the district can be sure to fill 'all "slots in the program.

One implication of the selection method is thatJ if, theepretestmOgres'are
usedto select students, r grespion to the mean could confound the
treatmenteftect me d signs by Making the program lobk more
effective than it actually kias. Another ihaplicatton is that, unlike
regular term p ograms, thereas Often an excellent opportunity 'to select

a comparisodg oupof students who agp eligible for Title:I but who do
not partici Ate., Such a comparison group would have to be,selected using
the same cr ria as the participating students.

, .

Other instruction. Since the evaluator 'wants to distingui sh between
5i'l.',growth due to the Summer program and -growthidUe,to other fac s, it is

important toiconsider influences outside `this program. No othe"formal
Iinstruction/s likey during the summer so it may seem reasona le to

;
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expect the same or performance at posttest time without the summer,,
.program. Ho4ever, the student'St'ill,reade-and applies math skills
throUghout the summer:" Growth should be sispected on'certain sXills,due-
to practice, inform.al instruction by parents, or mituration,. It appears

. that,"summey dropoff" involves slowi but not stopping the student's
rate of growth, at least as measure th standardized achievement tests
administered spring and fall (lictie , 1980; Stenner & Bland, 1979). At
any.rate, a comparison group or other consols may be necessary to 9

distinguish growth'attrIbutable to -the proam.-.,
. k' \.

--: 4

Relatio ip to regular term orqh:rami. The siMIiarities in the 4

objecti.sir , materials, and students between. certain summer Programs and

their regular term:ounterparts opens up the possibility,of integrating
the evaluations of the two components, When the summer activities are
simply an extension or the regular term, thereyay be little value in

f 1
.

-.evaluating them separately.

Evaluation Designs for s.ummer Programs

Educators have a long 'tradition of using both a pretest and posttest tt
determine how much grovith occured during the educational program.'

. However, since many of the evaluations conducted have failed to estimate
how much would have been 4earned without the program, the results of
these studies have often been uninterpretable.

Designing an evaluAion that will yield interpretable results is like the
criminal lawyer preparing a court case. He Vreloos a theory of how Ehe
crime took place by looking for evidence that'Vlimlnates as many
alternative explanations as.possible. .In''prOgram evaluation, the
evaluator makes assumpt$ons that lead to estimates of how students would
have performed' without the program, and collectsiOata in ,a way that makes
alterna"tive explanations,of the results lesskplausible. The effects of
the program must be separated from that of maturation, other classroom
instruction, informal instruction in the home, testing problems,
characteristics of the particular group selected, and so on. '

40
Three evaluation designs are suggested here. Each makes diffekent
assumptions about student growth that allow the evaluator to estimate how
students would have performed without\the Title.I instruction. .Because

each assumption may be tenable only for summer programs having certain
characteristics, noneof the designs are universally applicable.

In describing each design, we have tried to suggest procedural guidelines
'and potential variations. We suggest what types of programs Can,,best'be
evaluated by each design and listed advantages and disadvantages of each
design.

NormReferenced Design

The ormreferenced design compares the growth ofthe Title I s #ude nts
'with the growth that would have been expected without the Title%I
inst uction. This notreatment expectation is determined by the posttest
Perf rmance of students in the norming sample of a standardized test

5
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whose pretest status was the same as the Title I group. At posttest time v,.
the expected achievtment istsubtracted from the actual achievement-to
determine the effet of the program. *.The design is used essentially the '

same-way'as in evaluating regular term Title I programs (Tallmadge &.
Wood, 1980).

Requirements for Use .

The norm-referenced design seems best suited tp summer programs which
provide intensive instruction on a broad radge.of objectkves. Tests that
are normed typically sample a very small number of items from each skill
area so that achieveMent of a wide range of objectives.can'be'assessed.
It is unlikely that such a test would be sensitive to'instruCtionethat

focused on onlyza few-bjectives or that was quite short in duration.'
The Title I prograM should provide three OT more hours a dal, for six"to
eight weeks.

The basic assumption of the norm-referenced model is,thatwithout

treatment students will tend to remain at thesame percentile rank.
'(Note, however, that'since the scores of an individual student fldctqae
too much, the assumption is based on the average of the group.) If

students_ in the local population are not similar`to those in the norminj
population or if the school curriculum differs from thoseischools.

included in the sample, this "equipercentile" assumption may not hold and
the estimate of treatment effect may not be accurate.

There are several ways-to check this'assump'Eion. Check the description
of the norming sample in the technical manuals of the test to:make sure
that students,like those in the'iioal population were included in the
forming. Lf historical data are available'on the local studentS, one
could check to see if, on the average, students in'the district maintain
their percentile rinks prior to Title I instruction.

For evaluating summer programs, the design also assumes that little or no
supplementary instruction occurred between pretest and posttest other '.

than the summer program.' Since the test must generally be giverin the
spring and fall ag norm dates,eome students might eeceiye several 'weeks
of regular term Title I instruction between the pretest and posttest, .

-thus confounding the summer evaluation. On the,other hand, if the
-

regular term program starts late and ends early ip tht,school year, there
may not be a problem. )C

. -

The design 4 also well suited for the progra which extends the,,
materials anb objectives of the regular term'Title I program with the
same students. In some cases it may not.be w6rthwhile to ,evaluate the
two.progfams.separately eo that the focus of the evaluation would' be
their combined effects:.'' If many re2Ular termetudents do not participate
during the summer, gains cokild,beb4mputtd separately for the regular
term only ayld the regular plus summer participants.

4
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'Procedural Guidelines

.N,

The'gpidel'ines for the norm- referenced design are detailed in the User's

, Guide (Tallmadge & Wood, 1980) for the ,Title I Evaluation and Reporting
System. The .following -are some highlights as they apply to Summer.

.
pi.Ogrms.

Select an appropriate standardized test. The test must have empirical
national or local norms fbr the spring And fall: These norms should be
based ona-large sample of "students which is regresentat've of the local
group of students. The test should reflect' what is taudt.in'the summer
program and stiould contain few objectives that are'nbt covered. It would-

' be difficult to find.. a suitable norm-referenced test for short summer
pr/Ograms that focus on a limited set of objectives.

t.

elect stu tudents most in need of supplementary instruction
shbuld.be lected for the program. This may,be one using a. variety of
Methods as long as the pretest scores were not used in any way in the
selection process. This is to avoid regression to the mean, Sjnce
participation in the suMmer program is usually. voluntary, statistical
adjustments for regression that require a'strict pretest'Cutoff for
selection cannot be used.

Pretest and posttest students,,, The spring prttest and fallpo'stteSt
should be administered within tWo weeks of the empirical norm dates of -

the test and he instructions-for administering the test must be
carefully followed,. If the test_cannot be administered close to'the norm
dates-but within six weeks, it isipOssible to interpolate the norms.
Students should be tested 'at their functiobal level since the test level
recommended for each grade level 4ay be too difficult. for Title I
students. An attempt should be made to use'the form of the test used by
the publisher in ttietrAiining study. When possible, the same form and
level of the test should be used for both pretest and posttest.

Compute the treatment effect. Only the data from students having both a
, pretest and posttest score are used'inthe analysis. The pretest and

pdSttestscores are oonvertedto.NCES or expanded standard scores and
averaged. The effect of the program is the average, posttest NCE minus
the average pretest NCE.

C.

Advantages and Disadvantages .

Tle primary advantage of the norm-referenced design isits simplicity and
Nfamiliartty to school district staff. The procedures are not difficult
'to implement and should be familiar to those who haye'evaluated regular
term programs. Another advantage is that no.additional testing may be
required if the district has already administered an apprdpriate teo as
part of a district testing program or'other evaluation requirements.

The design has several disadvantages. First, the assumption that the
Title I students would achieve at the same rate as students in .the
nbrming Sample having the same initia-status may not4be aopurate for the
local population. Second, regular teinjTitle I instruction that occurs
after the'spring pretest or before 'the fall posteeSt will biastthe
estimat&of the gains.' Third, the'rather long time span between pretest

57-
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and potttest allows ;Reny opportunities for learhing (and forgetting) to
occur due to factors Other than the program. Zburth, the test selected
will probably be sensitive to only rather.intensive stfimer instruction.

Criterion-Refe nced Design

A criterion - referenced design determines the'progress of Title I students
with respect to a specified criterion or standard. The criteria or
standard may be defined in terms of some minimum number of test items'
answered correctly or in termOf some level of performance. In either.
case the measure of achievement is seferenced directly to,well defined'
instructional objectives. The effect of the program is determined by

,comparihg.the'posttest performance of\students,with their pretest
performance.

Requirements for Use

The criterion-referenced design seems best suited to summer programs
which are based on carefully identified objectives, especially when very
different objectives are prescribed for each student. Often these will
be very short progaMs which provide help to students ima fairly limited
number of skillareas or oajdctives.

This design is essentially a pre-post design,on a single group of
students and lacks a procedure for determining whether the observed
growth is due tp the program or to other factors. The assumption isthat
in, the absence of the Title I instruction,-stdde uld.not have

: improved on the posttest. This seems like aura Her strong assumption,
yet there do seem to be situations in which the assumption.thight be
reasonable. Unlike regular term programs; the student is not'receiving
any formal inStruceicin in addition to Title I. If there is only a short
time internal betwe4n the pretest and posttest., it is unlikely that much'
growth would be expected due to maturation, informal instruction im ehe,

home, television piogramt, or,similar inflUences Also, the developme nt

of some skills seems to be more dependent on direct ipstrpction than /

others. 'For example, impt4vement on a specifiC listtof vocabulary_ words
can be more easily attributed to the program than carrimprovements in
general comprehension objectives, .Mathematic tests appear to be more
sensitive than reading tests. A large ditrict might b5 able'to plan a
study Eo determine whether.any grpowthtends tt) occur during the interval
between pretest and posttest. without direct instruction.

One point of clarification wouldbe made'at this point. The
criterion-referenced design is not equivalent to ariterion-referenCed
testing. ,The design may incorporate criterion-referenced tests but those
same tests could be used in either of the other lesignvas well.

Procedural Guidelines

//ribe criteiiOn-referenced model is.very flexible and there are many
possible variations in the way the model might be applied, Some'basic
guidelibesare:

6 3
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'Identify clear instructional objectives. The critical feature, of this
designisthat student achievement iS referenced to a domain or set of
behaviors.' If the objectives are clearly defined, one can easily
distinguish between test items or tasks that do or, do not measure 'that
objettive. Knowing the tudent's performance en the test, one wilrrknow
which domain or skill.areasibe student has mastered'and which areas are
weak. Some types.of objectives (see Nitko, 1980, for a review) are

i. Specific skill or knowledge Such as "addition of three p4Ce
numberstiwitb carrying"

. 2. -A continuum of skill complexity like "addition of two singit
digit numbers without carrying" through to "additiem of three
3-digit numbeis with carrying"

3. Proficiency from novice to expert in a skill such as composition

Objectives can be, developed either oetOre orafter students are selected
into the grogram. ff atter, 'then objectives and criteria for successful
completion bf the 6bjedtives could be individualized:.

Select a sample of iteis-to Measure each objective or 'skill domain. A

valid,andreliable measure of each objective or skill domain to be
evaluated is needed.' The options include: ,

I. A commercially available criterion-referenced or diagnostic tess
that matches the curriculum

r

2, A'test developed to parallel the program materials

3.. 'A customized test developed from an itembank or by a district
. testing office

4. A skills checklist thatcan be administered reliably

Some guidelines for developing or evaluating criterion-referenced tests
are available (e.g., Hambletott- & Eignor,.1978; Popham, 1,978) , but the -
field is complitated by the diversity-in types of these tests.

Esta,lish Performance Criteria
'-*

If a mastery approach is taken, a performance criterion sLodld be set up
for each skill so that ohe-can determine when, an objectsive'lloas been'
reached. These criteria could be. in relation to one of the following:

.
.

1. Number of items correct of each clusterof items.

2. Proportion of individually prescribed objectives mastered'

3. Proportion of students mastering each-objeclIvor meeting each-
criterion 4 ;

4. Score indicating degree of proficiency, or' level of task
complexity

1
4
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Select program participants..`. The most needy students are to be selected
Into the summer program. This can be done uping a variety of procedures

.as'lopg as the pretest scores are not used 411.1 any way in the selection
proces.s. Other test scores, teacher observation, progress through a

4 \reading series,. and other. measures can beused.
. .

.(Pretest and posttest participating students.The nature of the objectives
and criteria for success determine when pre and posttesiting can occur.
In some gases,the same measure is given just before and just after the

D,4 ..relevant unit of instruction. In other cases testing would occur at ti3e
"beginning. and end of the program. Note thatthe test items completed may
de different for each student if each student receives instruction'on'
different objectives.

4.7
Compute the growth in achievement. The difference in achievement between
the pretest and'obstteSt can be expressed-in the manner specified by the
4britefia for success established abo;/e.

Advantages and Disadvantages
* ,

The main advantage of the desigg is its flexibility. The design can be
.
, adapted to many types of programs. Suitable measures for student

monitoring may already be, incorporated in the program. There are few
constraints on when testihg.should take place and there is'no comparison
group: Another advantage is that tb design can yield timely inforMation
thaeis tied directly to instruction. .,

. ,

1.
0.

A major disadvantage of the designvis that the design is weak.
Differences in performance-m due to causes other than the Title I
programs ItS flexibility may co ceal measurement problems or ill-defined
objectives. If the design is not carefully integrated into the
instructional program, much time can be wasted in testing and .

. .- recordkeepi g. The test, information will be most useful if tied directly
to the cur iculum. t

Comparison Group Design. 1

. .

The competison group design is implemented by establishing two groups of
students that are similar in all respects except that one group

'participates in the summer progiam and the other dQes not. oth grou s
are pretested and,posttested under the game conditions and at the same
time. Therelative progressof the treatment group over the comparison
group yields an estimate of the effect of the program' The design is
used in, the same way as fog evaluating other Title I programs' (Tallmadge
& Wood, 1980).

Requirements for Use

,The assumption behind the. design is thag_t.the comparison group is an
adequate control for alternativt,explanations of the evaluation results
so that any differences in the progress of the groups over the summer can
be attributed to,the Title I program. Inorderto ensure the of
this control the two groups need to be very similar ion all educationally
impor.tant.l.tariables such as, race, gender, socioeconomic status,, and
pretest statUs.

8
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The ideal way to ensure equivalent groups is to randothly assign students
'to the treatment and no- treatment conditions. Since randomization is
rarely possible in field settingS approximations to true randomized
selection must be used. The best.wak'to tpro6eed is to select a

-

comparisoVgroup that can be.lbgically assumed to be 'equivalent to the
Title I group and then comparethe.two groups on educatilionally relevant

variables to establish that", in fact, 1-1eY'are similar. Findiqg a
comparison group for a summer program ptoosoly'is easier than finding one
for a regular term ram:

. ,

Procedure -Guidelines

The User's Guioe (Tallmadge & Fagan, 1980) describes the procedure in
more aetail, but soMehighlights that pertain to summer'prograMs

. % .

Select a test. The test chosen snould measure the summer program
A

obj'ecti'ves. Tne test used need not have norms. However, the test chosen
must still be reliable and valid for measuring progress of students.

Select Title I and comparison students., Students in the treatment and
comparison groUps must be selected in the same manner in order to avoid
differential eegression.between the groups. Some options for selecting a
compaiison group are:

Sele t a pool of students eligible for the summer .program.
Jae- .

:Those tudents who aasnot elect to participate would serve as
the com, rison group. ,Consider whether- the' elective nature of
this sele Lion method prodUces a nonparticipating group thetas
different n educationally relevant ways from the Title I group.

TheComparispn group students,might be selected from another
sahoo4 not participating in the summer program using the same
objective procedure objective criterion used in the.
particieatingachool.

Students must be selected who have the same educational experiences
between the pretest and posttest as the treatMent group except .

participation in the summer program. Since'testkng must generally occur
in the spring and fall, consideration must be given to whether students
are receiving any.different regular term:Title I-insituction during that.
,periOd. Clleck the similarity of the Title I and comparison groups.,.

4e
Pre and posttest. The treatment and comparison students must de tested
at the same time Under the same conditions. Testing need not occur on ,

the empihcal norm dater if a norm-referenced test is used. Since it is
rarely pos iblg to test the comparison group students'dving the summer,
testing mu usually occur during the spring and fall.

dam ute t e reults..Includein the analyses only.those treatment and
, comParis W students that have bOth pre and posttest scares., The decision

. of what
.
nalysis to use is complex and controversial. Professional

judgmen is needed. When students are randomly assigned (or when
...assignment-is. random in effect) it is posgi6le.to use analysis of,

. 11
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covariance to adjust %Tor any random differences between the pretest
statusoof the two groups. When groups are assigned based onstable group
differenCe such,as volunteer'ing for,the program, as is typical in this
application, Tallmadge & Wooa (1980) suggest a principle axis adjustment
(see also Kephy, 1975). '

Advantages and ilisadvantages

The major advantage to Ithis design is that it provides the best estima
of the effect of the summer program on'cnievement, if an adequate
comparison group is used. Finding an adequate comparison group is easier
fdr summer programs than for other Title I rogr'ams., Reghlar testing

data can also usuallgobe used, so
.
that no extra testing is required.

.

4

. The majol disadvantage is thatthe'analysis of the dat requires more
sophistication if statistical adjustments are used. Also, it may be
difficult t9 obtain a comparison group unless testing is done'in the
spring and fall.

Discuss.ion-

-

In this paper we.haye proposed three evaluation desigv.that seem
appropriate for summer Title T programs. --We included only designs which
seemed relatively easy to implement and which Viould yield reasonably
valid conclusions when implemenAd properly. ,There will be situations,
however, when none of the sug9ested designs den be implemented without
violating assumptions'or guidelines. For example, a brief program ytth

4.

poorly defined objectives and-no suitable testing materials would have
dIfficUlty implementing'the'ciiterion-referenced or norm - referenced
design. The summersprogram using a norm - referenced test for which the

'empirical norm dates overlp\witn the regular term program will confound
the effects' of the two prograffs.

Regardless of thjdesign selected to evaluate, summer drograms, there are

- .

several issues that should be'cons2dered before implementing the
evaluations ,

;

Match between content of test and instruction.. The match bet een what is
taught and what is assessed is a'very important feature of an '
evaluation: Whp.e/this may seem intuitively obvious, it is p obabl the
evaluation guideline most frequently disregarded. 'Too often, a summer
program with a definite focus willbe evafuted.using a broad
standardized achievement test, A total reading score, for .in tance,
should not be considered a reasonableheasure of a student achieve:tent in
a 2-week summer program wOrking exclusively on .vowel sounds. It is
unlikely that more than a couple )of the -test items would reflect what was
taught.

4 u

If a test is an appropriate tool to evaluate a particular program, at
least four conditions should hold: (1)-the,teSt should measure most of
the instructional objectives; (2) the number of items in each skill area
should be rotighly proportioned to.the relative' emphasis of thlk skill in

. instruction; .(3) there shodld be few items on the'test that measure
objectives that were not covered during the program, and (4)- thelkasks or
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4

0 '
4
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1

0
,

A
item formats shOult be famitiar to the students..°Eabh o these criteria
should be, applied iA evaluating the test or, subtest selec ed fol the ,

,.evaluation. . %. '
I

,
.

.8

r \

.4'
V 8

' Number of students. To. base decisions valuati'on'onresu, one would ,r'.
like to lire donfidentthat the observed eGalation results are dlit d
actual program effects rather thah'random-fluotuation due to mea rement
error orqd'theparticular saMpfe of students participating. Unless data
from a substantial nuMber of students were used in computing. achie/ement.
gains, error can easily obscure program etf ts., .Since few sN)ool \

Alfdistricts hRVethe resources to apply state ai,significance tests to
their evaluation data, the evaluation results,ar4-often'used without

0 regard td ti number of students participating in the program.
....

`i .-

;
.t

,

Typically, summer programs serve only a small number of students. 'Even

if there is lilkle turnover for the-duratiCn of the:proyect, estimates of
program impact will generally, be based on a limited nutter of pre- and
posttest` scores.

Since the number of students served oy d program. cannot be increased.
4, 8 simply to improve the evaluation, other methods Must be sought to

,

.increase the stAbility,,zoethe results. The accepted methods are to
follow through in make -up testing, to 1Pggregate results, and to watch for

.

trends., ..

4*

When the'eceres of onlya feW program participants are vailaole,
.

substantial improvements in tilt stability of group me ns can be realized
1 4. - by ensuringpthat bothpIe= and posttest scores will be available from as
. mry students as posIble. This reqUires make -wp testing. OIt,ma 'also

reguirecoordination with other schools to obtain scores of udents .who

have trensferredlwithinthe district or graduated.'
. . . .

.

.Aggregating scores across schml buildin§s, across years of the program,
.

1 or across grades is a very eMctic/e me -shod of incre4sing the stability
i Of bvalUation,esults

one
When the program has beetrimplemented in a . A

.
(

similar way across ne or more ofthese dimensions, better estimates of
f

program effectiveness can be comipted from the comoined scores. For
exaiple, a di$,rict offering'a small program of-five students in both
third and.fourth..grades, might average the scores from both grades and

' from two years,of the program, yielding a single-gainebasedon about 20!
students. Care must be taker) though', to combine scores from differe
grades only if NCEs are lisedt. Care must also beltaken in interpreting
the-results when Such'combinations are use01

.

. .

*- , , _
.

,-. Quality-,,control. The effectsof summer Title I programs tnat can be
detected with any of the'wealuat designs is likely tovebe-small. If

th e/aluation is not done care y, the esulting eript can obscure the
act treatment effect. Expellence withdevalbations oil! regular term
Title L.prograliis suggests that some of the more common souicemOtof eriOr

,

'are: - ,
,

,Failure to follow the guidelines for the evaluation design

Lack of match between the content of the test and wha t was taught

4



es:

o

V

.

ImPro er-test administration

A

O

iog

L

cal.errbrs in recordketping, scoring, and score convvyons

Burd of the evaluation. Due to the brief nature of many summer
chers are understandably reluctant to use instructional time

for testing students or planning -time for scoffing thoSe tests. We have ,

suggested above several ways to make maximum use of scores that may have
been cbllected for other purposes. It may be pOssible tq use spring and

fall scores from a districirwide testing prOgram or from the evalrtion
of the regular term Title I program for the evaluatioh." The
normreferenced-design would be implemented most of iently in this
way. StOdent, monitoring during the'progr46 using to s referenced tct the
curriculum can often be. used for evaluation. purposes articularly wi
the criterionreferenced.design.

"")

. Other forms of evaluation. Measuring the academic achievement of summer
Title Z studentsis noE the only form of evaluation that can provide

. useful information about the effectiveness of the program. It may not
even be the most efficient_ or useful' far this type of program. There are
other 'outcomes to consider,.particuarlY with programs which emphasize
attitude'S,dr self Process or implementation evaluations can
.proltr).de information Vout how well the4ogram is functioning from an
other perspective or about the extent to which tihe program was
implemented. Often, the results Of such studies translate more easily
into the program decisions than application of the designs discussed here.

..
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